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Building the Dream
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Vision:
Foster togetherness in an urban, walkable space
designed for an uncertain future where mixed
populations can live, work, play, learn and age in
good health and in harmony with the environment
and in connection with the world around us. And
make it fun!

Mission

Build a place that provides the Mueller/East Austin community
with access to housing, transportation and healthcare and creates
a neighborhood that works together to practice We Are All ONE!
Create an urban laboratory for housing, healthcare and
transportation.
We envision ONEderment Central, (located on the four city-block/
7.5 acre site in Mueller, at the SW corner of Berkman at 51st), as a
welcoming place for people living in neighborhoods surrounding
Mueller as well as within Mueller.
A three story building in each square block will

Create, on 7.5 acres in Mueller, places
be home to two floors of a proven life-care
that provide flexibility to adapt to
facility of an aging population. The first level will
A great urban laboratory in
changes in life style, climate,
be designed for oﬃce/shop use.
one of the fastest growing
transportation and employment and
and aging cities in America
The ONEderment Community House is
define a prototype for the next 50
designed to be an inviting gateway to all and to
years.
meet unmet needs for community space.
We are visualizing an option to include short-term residential
Make the space attractive, affordable, innovative,
above the two floors of the community house. In addition, there
and sustainable. Provide incubator space to
will be an opportunity for shared space and facilities with the
experiment and test different models for living,
ONEderment Community Center: workout space, banquet/large
creating and doing business. Provide a model that
meeting room, and more intimate spaces for small groups.
can be adapted to meet the challenges of any
Shops and oﬃces will be situated throughout the buildings like a
location in the world.
small village main street.
The concept is to create an environment that promotes
engagement by people of all ages in order to intentionally build a
supportive community for the benefit of all.

This dense and diverse live, work, play, grow and age development
will provide a "Walkable" ecosystem that encourages interaction
and employment opportunities without a vehicular commute. It
also creates multiple chances to interact, which helps to build
relationships and community...like a small village.

Version 3.5: 11/01/2019

Two-blocks are planned for artists, small and incubator businesses
on the street level and feature generous, themed-courtyards.
Above are three to five floors of apartments, suites, co-housing
and two-story town homes. Supplying alternative kinds of
income middle housing is important to ONEderment Central.

Objectives of this Document
This document is not intended to be a design document or to
define the final project dimensions.
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ONE POSSIBILITY

It is intended to be a place where we can record our dreams and
intentions to co-create a revolution in real estate development. A
place where people come first.
ONEderment Central can also be a prototype for urban living even
in a rural setting. Pulling together the best in sustainable design to
create a compact mini-city with most of the amenities that the
residents need to feel like members of a real community.
By adjusting the various pieces of the design and building puzzle
many variations can be developed and built. All with the intent to
let the residents live
as “We Are All ONE!”
Oﬃce Building and Community
Center in separate buildings.

These site plans are intended to indicate just a
couple of many possible arrangements of the
functions that help create an intentional community
which we hope will become a laboratory for aging
in community and for needs driven, eco-friendly
construction that provides space for people to
share.
Healthcare on site
Innovative residences meeting the requirements
of people of all ages and abilities and income
ranges
Community House 2 floors
Temporary residence above 3 floors
Meeting spaces
Café with coﬀee and adult beverages
Tinkering space with tools and support for
people to fix things like trikes/bikes and small
appliances
Retail space
Accelerator space for incubating new businesses
and ideas
Public Spaces open to all people
Garden space for beauty and food
Slow speed streets
Shaded outdoor space (Paseos)
Parking underground
This space should be a destination for people in

Oﬃce and Community spaces
spread among all the buildings.
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Evolving Trends
NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Aging in Neighborhood — Long-Term Care
One of the Principles that was adopted when the Mueller PUD was created was a diversity in
housing. While there is a large variation in the types of housing built in Mueller, the one thing
they have in common is not addressed. Everyone in Mueller is aging and when someone gets
to the point where they have to have help to get through the day, they are forced to leave
Mueller. That means they leave their support community and friends and the likelihood of
increased isolation, which can shorten their lives, is almost guaranteed.

Middle income Housing
Mueller’s provision of 25% aﬀordable housing in both owned and rented properties is
commendable and in fact the community has exceed this level. The program began with
housing in the 50% to 80% of MFI range and has been expended to include some housing in
the 80-120% range. However, there are aﬀordable properties and there are market rate
properties but there are few properties that fall in between. Our intentional intergenerational
community is designed to address this issue. We anticipate being able to design and construct
about 500 bedrooms in innovative designs to help meet this deficit and address the growing
desire for congregate housing. Living spaces that rent for $500 per month are needed and
can be built economically in this space.
Aﬀordable Housing is not aﬀordable for people on fixed incomes if the rent is tied to the
Median Family Income. The MFI in Austin is increasing much faster than the pensions or Social
Security payments. It is our intent to build spaces that can be “Aﬀordable by Design” so the
market rate is aﬀordable and will rise with inflation or so it will more closely mimic the rise of
pension and social security payments.

Community Space
In 2018 the Mueller Neighborhood Association conducted a neighborhood resident survey.
Over 300 people responded. The prime issue that was mentioned was the lack of “community
space.” Although Mueller is planned to have over 13,000 residents space for gathering has not
emerged.
Places for people to grow in community and
experience.
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Space to hold a yoga class, to have a book club meeting, to have a meeting with our elected
oﬃcials. Our project proactively provides 50,00 sq ft of community space. Plans for this space
include a cafe, a library, multi purpose rooms, a hall big enough to have a sit down dinner for
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MUELLER AND EAST AUSTIN

200, a “Tinkery” where people can find tools and experience to fix
small appliances and bicycles, a shared kitchen, and maybe even a
place to sit and read.

Artists
Austin is a city of art and music. But many our our finest artists
are unable to aﬀord to live and work in our city.
This intentional community project is intended to provide artists’
lofts where artists can live in a space that allows for expression of
their art in a forum that allows for the public to share, enjoy and
acquire each creation.

A Moment in Time
Mueller is almost completely built out, there are few spaces left
where this vision can be completed. We need to seize the
opportunity represented by the 7.5 acre space and do what ever is
necessary to create this big dream.
We have identified at least three major areas where evolving
trends have modified the response needed to fulfill the vision of
Mueller. We see these as opportunities to create:
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Long Term and Post Acute Care
KEEPING US IN THE COMMUNITY

Care For All Ages
Many Mueller residents expect to live out their lives here. But once a resident gets to the point
that she needs care she will be forced to move out. Even the 55+ apartment buildings are not
managed to allow care givers easy access to their patients except for working hours during
the week.
Mueller has a limited number of single floor properties and the aging population is driving the
prices of those properties up faster than the average in Mueller.
When we think of assisted living we generally visualize an older person who is beginning to fail
either physically or mentally. But each of us can require assistance for various reasons at any
age.
A child born with a disability, either physical or mental, may require assistance or even full
time care.
A serious traﬃc crash can cause a life altering injury that incapacitates an individual for a
significant period of time or potentially a lifetime.
A fall on stairs of just in the kitchen can mean days or weeks of rehabilitation.
As the ability to remember to take medication at the proper time becomes an issue, care of
some form becomes imperative.
Each of us, for whatever reason, that needs some form of assistance should be able to remain
in the community with our loved ones and our support group.
We have hospitals, emergency care, and over 55 facilities in the neighborhood, now we need
primary care, long-term, post acute and assisted care facilities.

You should be able to stay in the
neighborhood when you need assistance. At
any age.

Version 3.5: 11/01/2019
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AGING IN NEIGHBORHOOD— THE GREEN HOUSE PROJECT

Sustaining our Neighbors:

Isolation

A new model for healthcare, The Green House Project (TGHP)
provides focused groups of residential rooms gathered around a
central cooking/eating/meeting area with 24/7 attendants.

Research has clearly identified isolation in later years as an
important factor in reducing the quality and even the length of
life.

Each of the four blocks will have supportive housing (equivalent
to those of TGHP, with mixed use on the ground level and two
floors of long-term care facilities above.

Once a resident leaves home, and visiting by former neighbors
requires getting in a car or getting a shared ride, the isolation of
the individual will likely increase.

In ONEderment Central there will be 96 total living units in groups
of 12. Buildings are arranged in a pinwheel to avoid an institutional
appearance. Each floor will be specialized to serve one of the four
areas:

The nearest re-hab facility to Mueller is at Buckner Villas which is
over 7 miles away (15 minute drive). The nearest assisted living
facility is Parsons, over 3 miles away.

Assisted Living

Demographics
According to the Assisted Living Federation of America (ALFA),
assisted living communities have a 7:1 ratio of women to men.

Rehabilitation
Memory Care
End-of-Life
However, each floor is flexible and can be transitioned to serve
any of the four needs as demand changes. This facility is designed
to provide true aging-in-community options for Mueller and East
Austin residents.
https://www.thegreenhouseproject.org

The Demand
Currently, approximately one million Americans live in some type
of senior living community, and that number is expected to double
by the year 2030. By the year 2040, the 85+ population is
expected to triple from the 5.7 million there were in 2011 to 14.1
million.

The typical assisted living resident is described as a mobile female
around the age of 87 years old. While she is still mostly
independent, she does require some help with at least two or
three daily living activities, like bathing, dressing, eating, or
medication management. She also might have some chronic
conditions like osteoporosis or high blood pressure.
According to the Social Security Administration, a man reaching
age 65 today can expect to live until age 84.3, on average, while a
65 year old woman can expect to live until age 86.6. Therefore, it
stands to reason that more and more men will also be entering
assisted living communities in the coming years.
American Senior Communities

Approximately 2% of all Americans are over 85 and can be
expected to have some need for assistance. If this holds true for
the population of Mueller and surrounding census tracts, there will
be a demand for 600 units of assisted living with 300 being from
Mueller residents alone. Those numbers could double within 10
years.
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Living Space

D I V E R S I T Y A N D A F F O R D A B I L I T Y T H R O U G H I N N O VAT I V E D E S I G N

Density delivered with more aﬀordable and
diverse living arrangements.
Aﬀordable
Market Rate
Apartments, 1 and 2 bedroom
Suites
Co-Housing
Artist Lofts
Town Houses
Individual floors of the residential
buildings will have mixed types of
living arrangements
Single floor condominiums
The following numbers are first estimates and
do not necessarily represent the final plans for
the residential space.

Sources of information:
America’s Best Intergenerational Communities,
2012, AARP
Mayor’s Task Force on Aging, 2013, City of Austin
FY 2013-14 Action Plan Community Needs
Assessment, City of Austin
2014 Comprehensive Housing Market Analysis,
City of Austin
Austin and the State of Low- and Middle-Income
Housing, 2017, Urban Institute
FY 2017-18 Action Plan Community Needs
Assessment, City of Austin
Austin Strategic Housing Blueprint, 2017, City of
Austin
Aging in Cities, 2017, WellTower, Inc.
Strategies for Mixed-Use Development in Senior
Living, 2018, Senior Living News
Where We Live, 2018, AARP

150 units 1 bedroom apartments
86 units 2 bedroom apartments
70 bedrooms in co-housing space
72 bedrooms 12 suites
Common space provides social setting for
people in co-housing, and other nontraditional housing options.
This photo is representational and is not
intended to show what is planned.

43 artist lofts
96 spaces in supportive housing
Aﬀordable spaces in the co-housing
and suite units

Who will live here?
Version 3.5: 11/01/2019
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L I V I N G S PA C E

Many grandparents move to Mueller to be near their
grandchildren, we expect to oﬀer options that attract people
moving to Austin from out of state
Families whose members are resident in the supportive
housing facilities
People who work in the oﬃce building or one of the
numerous retail spaces.

What are the needs this living space is designed
to meet?
Mueller has many options for market rate housing and 25% of the
residential units are aﬀordable at an 80% of MFI or less. There is
also a segment of housing that is targeted at the 80-120% of MFI.
The need that is missing in Mueller is for something between
aﬀordable and full market rate.
By building smaller units with limited facilities for each person, in
a group setting, it is possible to deliver attractive housing
beginning under $500 per month.
Short-term housing close to the ONEderment Community
spaces (above or on adjacent properties), gives more housing
choices and ways to oﬀer aﬀordability.

Version 3.5: 11/01/2019
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Affordable | Design
M A R K E T R AT E A F F O R D A B L E

$500 per Month?
In discussions with Family Elder Care, we
were challenged to find a way to make
housing available for a $500 per month rent
in our project.
A recent article by Nathan Lewis posted on
the Strong Towns website had a relevant
discussion about the economics of compact
condos or apartments in low rise buildings.
In a recent edition of OC Notes, the
concepts outlined in that article are applied
to building Aﬀordable by Design (A|D)
housing in ONEderment Central (OC).
The basic premise is that we want to
construct a housing unit that sells for
$50,000 or rents for $500/month and do it
without subsidies and while making a
reasonable return on our investment.
The dream at OC is to have many types of
housing intermixed so we decided to see
how these A|D housing units fit into the mix.
Assuming a four story low rise building with
elevators and a mix of private space and
common space was our beginning step.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, ligula suspendisse
nulla pretium, rhoncus tempor.
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attractive profit margin on aﬀordable
housing without any subsidies.
Let's assume a 6,000 sf building footprint.
This could contain fifteen 330 sf units per
floor, with 1,000 sf of shared space. Four
stories means sixty units. With 60 units, we
have 60 x $10,000=$600,000 budget for
land. Our 6000 sf building footprint sits on a
quarter-acre (10,500 sf) of land, so the land
costs could be as much as $600,000 X 4 =
$2.4 million per acre. That is about twice
what land is going for in Mueller which
means we could plan on bigger units.
What are the next steps?
One of the issues with building this kind of
housing in Mueller is the City of Austin
building codes. Our next step is to reach out
to city staﬀ to see what modifications to city
code will be needed to make these types of
housing work.
We know that condos and apartments of
from 400 to 500 sq ft are already in
existence in Austin so there obviously is a
way to make this happen.

The cost of land is one of the limiting factors
but even with the rapidly increasing land
values in Mueller we are still much lower
than in cities like San Francisco and New
York where small housing units are common.
The economics of this approach are
attractive allowing a developer to make an

ONEdermentCentral.com
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TINY RESIDENCES

Tiny Residences
Not everyone wants or needs a tiny house or apartment. But for
some, the ability to rent or buy a small unit may be exactly what
they need to be able to live near their work in an urban area
OC is working to make living in Mueller aﬀordable for a wide
range of people of all ages, abilities and economic status. This
may mean creating new housing types to compliment the variety
of housing already designed and built.
These types of units are being built and inhabited in many places
around the world including Austin and Travis County.
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Community Space

A N E W U R B A N C O M M U N I T Y- S P O N S O R E D P L A C E F O R E A S T A U S T I N
NEIGHBORHOODS

Special gathering places that can serve residents of Greater East Austin and Mueller. Our
intent is to have public/private space cooperatively owned/managed in order to provide or
create the sense of ownership. The welcoming architecture of this space will be a draw to
people from the surrounding neighborhoods.
In 2018, the Mueller Neighborhood Association (MNA) completed a survey with over 300
respondents. A primary desire identified was medium to large meeting spaces for groups
of people doing diverse things. Book clubs, meditation, yoga, martial arts and dance were
some of the activities mentioned.
Every neighborhood needs places to sit
together and read, knit or sew, make
presentations and play games or just share
stories.
ONEderment Community House is designing
in 50,000 sq ft of space on two floors that can
be configured in many ways to meet the
needs of the community
This photo is representational and is not
intended show what is planned.

This space may include a shared commercial kitchen that can provide food for residents
and neighbors and also provide food for parties, catered events and food trucks.
We envision a multi-functional Café space near the kitchen with light food, coﬀee, wine,
beer and possibly spirits.
This would be a great place for students from ACC (Culinary School and Business
Management) to intern.
A satellite library can be within or adjacent to the meeting space.
A separate work space containing tools and space for bicycle/tricycle repair/maintenance
and repair of small household appliances. Cooperative space with small business providing
handyman services in the community. A tool library will be in this space provides for check
out of hand tools and yard maintenance implements.
We also have planned a community garden where food crops and other plants can be
grown.

Version 3.5: 11/01/2019
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COMMUNITY DESIRES

Some special functions

What are the needs this community space is
designed to meet?

The shared kitchen is located so it serves the
Café: Multi-functional with coﬀee, wine, beer and spirits.
The Large-Multi Function room
The work space/Trike’N Hub
Residence and banquet space
Art Center with Galleries throughout all of ONEderment
Central
Cooperative Nursery School/Child Care
Rooms to teach various martial arts, yoga, dance, etc.
Language Center and Cultural Exchange
Music Room
Meditation/Quiet Space which can also be used for teaching
meditation etc,
The Grand Room for community meetings, dinner/banquets/
weddings.
Meeting space is available for rent at Seton, and Salvation Army.
Some space is possibly available at Wildflower Terrace, Overture,
and Aldrich51. We expect Austin Energy will have space available
and as of 4/24/2019 we were told that a 900 sq ft community
space is being planned in the new Middle School due to open in
August 2022. It appears that cafeteria and gymnasium space may
also be available at the school.

Meets much of the Six Principles of Community:
Fosters East Austin Revitalization: giving residents a direct
stake in the redevelopment
Housing close to the ONEderment Community House (above
or on adjacent properties), gives more housing choices and
ways to oﬀer aﬀordability.
Designed at a location within a block of three major current
bus routes and where the light rail is planned to start on
Berkman. Additionally, existing bike lanes make it easy to get
around without an automobile.
Help build community and add to the quality of life within Mueller
and beyond
ONEderment Community House is located at Barbara Jorden &
Berkman to imply that this space reaches far beyond Mueller, and
indeed it is a neighborhood hub diagonally across from
Bartholomew Park. One can be hopeful that this location may help
raise the money and add interest to upgrade all of Bartholomew
Park to the amazing standard set by the new pools.

Potential Use for Community Space
Space

Sq Ft

Description

Art Classes

1,200 Classroom plus storage

Cooking Classes

1,200 Kitchen/classroom plus storage

Child Care

2,200 2 rooms plus storage

They have a Board of Governors and Associated Groups

Senior Activities

1,200 1 multi-functional room

They have memberships and family membership

Oﬃce Space

2,500 Reception, conference, cubicles, rest rooms

They meet most of their expenses through fees charged and
raise the rest through donations.

Commercial Kitchen

1,000 Double aisle arrangement

Meeting Space

5,000 250 capacity, rest rooms, storage and lobby

Coﬀee Shop/Café

1,000 Shop and cafe space

See WinnetkaCommunityHouse.org

We would like to explore a community owned model.
Version 3.5: 11/01/2019
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Working Space

A R T I S T S , T E C H S TA R T- U P S , M E D I C A L , A N D T R A D I T I O N A L O F F I C E F L O O R S

One block, on the corner of Berkman and 51st Street, will have a residential supportive housing
building and an oﬃce building with four floors including 144,000 sq. ft. of prime oﬃce space.
Other oﬃce and retail space is designed into each building in the project at ground level and
on the garage level on 51st Street.
Ground level mixed use on all the building faces
4 story oﬃce building with parking underneath
LEED Platinum buildings
Oﬃce building with a view of Bartholomew Park, designed for companies hiring millennials
who appreciate an innovative space within walking distance of their homes and social
gathering places.
Creative space for artists to create and
showcase their work. Places for people to
tinker and build things.
This photo is representational and is not
intended to show what is planned.
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The following numbers are first estimates and do not necessarily represent the final plans for the
working space.

Oﬃce space is in two main categories, prime space in an oﬃce building with 144,000 sq ft
on four floors and 79,200 sq ft in ground level store fronts in all buildings. The ground level
space will be flexible for use as oﬃces, artists spaces or retail depending on demand.
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W O R K I N G S PA C E

Who will work here?
ONEderment Central expects to see many diﬀerent types of jobs
in this area.
Executives
Technical Operators/Designers
Artists.
Administrators
Service Workers

What are the needs this working space is
designed to meet?
Being on the edge of Town Center North, ONEderment Central
will provide numerous opportunities for local residents/small
business owners to interact with customers and clients.
Artists will find live/work space in ONEderment Central in lofts
and incubator space. Being a couple of blocks away from the
Austin Film Society facility creates a synergy that is not readily
available elsewhere in Austin.

Landscapers
Maintenance

Version 3.5: 11/01/2019
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Retail Space

C R E AT I V E S PA C E F O R M E D I C A L , A R T I S T S , S TA R T U P S A N D S AT E L L I T E S H O P S

ONEderment Central will included space for
all the necessities for residents of all ages
and abilities. Residents and community
members will be able to reduce the cost of
transportation related to just living.
Health Related
Fitness
Pharmacy
Healthcare/Social Worker

Groceries
Restaurants: Local companies using
locally sourced products
Open space adaptable for start-ups and
collaborative working
Work “Hubs” with tools and available
expertise for bicycle maintenance, small
appliance repair, wood working, and
electronics

Dental
Ob-Gyn
Pediatric
Family Practice
City of Austin rendering of retail space on 51st
Street frontage.

Who will set up shop here?
Version 3.5: 11/01/2019
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R E TA I L S PA C E

The space will be designed to be flexible and easily modified
to allow start-ups to “test” the market for a period before
signing long term contracts.
This space is intended to allow ONEderment Central to be an
urban laboratory to better test and understand the changing
markets and technology.
The following numbers are first estimates and do not necessarily
represent the final plans for the retail space.

What are the needs this retail space is designed
to meet?
Create flexible space for innovative and collaborative eﬀorts. Make
space for incubators:
Provide most of the needs of the residents within in walking
distance.

Retail space will share the ground floor store fronts with oﬃce
space. A total of 79,200 sq. ft. of flexible space is available on
the ground level of all the buildings and on the street level
along 51st Street.

Version 3.5: 11/01/2019
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Incubator Space
C R E AT I N G N E W V I S I O N S

The vision of ONEderment Central to provide incubator space and opportunity for small
businesses and non-profits is exemplified by We All Can Ride (WACR), an operating unit of a
501(c)(3) non-profit dedicated to providing Individuals with a disability or temporary
impairment the opportunity to exercise, to be social and to regain a sense of accomplishment.

We All Can Ride’s Mission
As a 501 (c)(3), WACR is dedicated to acquiring a variety of adaptive pedal cycles to allow
individuals and families who are living with a person with a disability the opportunity to
experience the joy of cycling.
Being able to take advantage of a short-term lease of oﬃce space that fronts on the main
level of ONEderment Central and the storage provided by the underground garage allows
WACR to experiment with riding and oﬃce schedules without committing to a long term
commitment. The Mueller neighborhood provides a system of streets and trails that are interconnected and designed to be walkable and bike able for safety and neighborhood.
We All Can Ride provides adaptive cycles for
people with disabilities or people who are
unable to successfully deal with an individual
pedal cycle.

Why WACR is so important for our community.
Today more than 93,000 individuals in the Travis County, or nearly 7.5% of the population, live
with a disability that limits their mobility and exercise choices. Individuals with disabilities are
more likely to be physically inactive and socially isolated. Adaptive cycling allows individuals
living with a disability to be outdoors in their community, experience increased mobility, and
improve strength and cardiovascular fitness. Cycling also provides opportunities to socialize
with others and can increase feelings of self-worth and autonomy.
WACR will team up with the local Cycling Without Age chapter to also provide rides for those
who can no longer ride on their own. Individuals with vision impairment or other physical
conditions that preclude actually riding can take advantage of the TrikeShaw rides that
circulate through the streets and trails of Mueller.

Version 3.5: 11/01/2019
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HOW WE ROLL

Typical Riding Schedule

These photos are representational and
are not intended to show what is
actually planned.

April 30th - Mid October*
*weather permitting
Tuesdays: 8:00 am - 12:00 pm
Thursdays: 8:00 am - 12:00 pm
Saturdays: 9:00 am - 2:00 pm
**Please call or email us to reserve a cycle before coming to the
WACR center in Mueller

Adaptive Cycling Costs
$20 Discounted Adaptive Bike Fitting
$10 per Ride (up to 1.5 hrs.)
$60 Season-Pass
Please note that the Adaptive Cycling Costs apply to individuals
who are eligible for Cap Metro’s reduced fares (persons with
disabilities, medicare recipients, seniors aged 65+), and individuals
who identify as unable to ride a two wheel bicycle on a permanent
basis.

Non-Reduced Adaptive Cycling Costs
$40 Adaptive Bike Fitting
$20 per Ride (up to 1.5 hrs.)
$100 Season Pass
**Those who are seeking use of an adaptive bike due to a
temporary injury, such as a broken limb, can rent bikes on an asavailable basis at the Non-Reduced Cost listed above. How We
Roll reserves the right to prioritize individuals who are eligible for
Cap Metro’s reduced fare first.

In 2011, he spent time with the clients of the Program to Educate
All Cyclists, (PEAC) in Michigan. Later he twice worked with the
employees and volunteers of PEAC to train them as League
Cycling Instructors. Through his work at PEAC, he witnessed the
positive and transformative role cycling can play in the lives of
those with disabilities, both on and oﬀ the bike.
For four years he rode regularly with a blind cyclist on a tandem,
twice completing the BPMS150 Houston to Austin ride. He has
also participated in the Lend Your Legs program that takes
students from the State School for the Blind and Visually impaired
riding on their fleet of tandems.
During this time he noticed that few opportunities existed for
individuals with disabilities to ride bicycles, especially if they could
not aﬀord to purchase their own. Determined to make cycling
more available to those living with disabilities and limited
resources, he decided to create We All Can Ride and provide
opportunities for Austin and Travis County residents.

Principle
How We Roll Founder and Program Director Preston Tyree is a
long time cyclist and League of American Bicyclists Coach,
training bicycle safety instructors.
Version 3.5: 11/01/2019
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Short-Term Housing

MEETING TEMPORARY HOUSING NEEDS

Temporary Accommodations
Sharing meeting rooms and a commercial kitchen space with the Community House provides
increased usage of facilities and allows for additional functions that may not be a normal part
of a community center.
Designed to host small conventions and conferences, this housing allows ONEderment Central
to provide services to a broad range of guests.
Located on the block adjacent to the oﬃce building this space can provide short or medium
term accommodations for people traveling to Austin for work. It allows a business traveller to
forego renting a vehicle for the trip.

Sitting atop and sharing facilities with the
ONEderment Community House, the shortterm residential space will provide a diﬀerent
level of accommodations.

As we transitioned from a farm to an urban economy, the YMCA provided short-term housing
facilities for the men moving to the cities from farms. As we now move to a “Sharing”
economy, ONEderment Central will work to accommodate people who need that same kind of
space in a modern urban setting.

This photo is representational and is not
intended to show what will be built.
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PA R K I N G S PA C E

Parking will be situated one level underground and cover much of
the 7.5 acre site. There are currently two entrance/exits envisioned
both oﬀ of 51st Street near the center of the property. We allow
740 spaces for cars and one 60 x 540 foot bay (facing 51st Street)
reserved for alternate uses such as retail, storage, bike rental and
repair.

There are over 220 hangars installed in the borough and we're
installing more. So far over 1,300 residents have been enabled to
store their bikes safely and conveniently on their streets! The
demand for bike hangars is extremely high, so far, outstripping
how fast we can supply them.

Recognizing that ONEderment Central is designed to be
sustainable, the parking level will provide priority parking for
bicycles/tricycles, and slow speed electric vehicles including
charging stations.
The garage area will be constructed to encourage re-purposing to
other use (such as a fitness center) as transportation modes
change and the required parking space can be reduced.
One of the primary alternative uses for the garage will be as an
emergency shelter in case of a natural disaster. Solar power on all
the buildings and innovate power storage technology will be
incorporated to make the site independent of the electrical grid
for limited periods.

Empty parking garages are a waste of space and money. Using the edges of
the space for retail and building to be able to re-purpose the space meets
the long term goals of ONEderment Central
These photos are representational and are not intended to show what is
planned.

At the same level as 51st Street, the parking garage will also have
the potential for significant retail space facing North and fronting
on the new 51st Street sidewalk to complement the City of Austin
plans for the redevelopment of 51st Street Corridor.
See the section on Retail Space.

Bicycle/Tricycle
Hangers in
Lambeth, England

Parking for Bicycles and Tricycles
To encourage more people to cycle and use cycling as a mode of
transport we will be helping residents who have nowhere to store
their bikes by installing our specially designed secure Lambeth
Bikehangar for them to rent.
The Lambeth Bikehangar installs easily into a standard parking
space by bolting onto the curb and holds six bikes securely; taking
up 7.5 feet of space equating to 6 bike parking spaces for the
space of half a car.
Typical rents for each hangar space will be about $55 to rent per
year; $4.50 a month.
Version 3.5: 11/01/2019
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Public Space

D E S I G N E D F O R P E O P L E T O S I T, WA L K , P L AY A N D V I S I T

Open courtyards in each block with innovative shade treatments. This is the space where
people mingle.
Central courtyard in each block that are open to the public
Sidewalks expansive enough to share tables, walking, and riding
Fountain Plaza with permeable surfaces including natural turf

A fountain will lend presence to a public
square at the center of ONEderment Central.
These photos are representational and are not
intended to represent what is planned.
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P U B L I C S PA C E

Adding to the above:
Each courtyard will have a special “character” but all
courtyards will be public space, easily accessed and visible
from the central square.
The following numbers are place holders and do not represent the
final plans for the public space.

What are the needs this public space is designed
to meet?
Space for local residents and neighborhoods to gather, mingle
and interact with each other in a casual setting with trees and
plants.

Public space is organized around the square, courtyards on
three blocks and invitingly wide sidewalks.
Three courtyards with 56,225 sq ft total public space will
have facilities for gathering, game playing and window
shopping in the retail spaces.
The main square with a signature fountain will have 8,100 sq
ft of space to gather and mingle.
Sidewalks on the interior streets will be designed to
prioritize pedestrian wandering and indicate to motorists
that they are guests in this space. Search “Woonerf” for a
discussion of this kind of space.
Connecting all the buildings is a matrix of 30 foot wide
“Paseos” that provide passage through the space, space to
congregate, and shaded places to loiter.

Version 3.5: 11/01/2019

A “Woonerf” is a space
for people but which
allows motorists to use
the space as guests at
walking speeds.
This photo is
representational and is
not intended to
represent what is
planned.
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Employment Opportunities
MEETING THE NEEDS OF AUSTIN

Oﬃce Space
Using a nominal 250 sq ft per employee, the oﬃce building in ONEderment Central will
provide space for up to 675 people making it slightly smaller than the buildings housing Texas
Mutual Insurance and Austin Energy in the Mueller Town Center.

Retail Space
The management for the retail space will require administrative, maintenance and landscaping
staﬀ. In addition, the retail establishments will require bookkeeping, administrative, wait staﬀ,
and counter personnel.

Transient Residence
The short-term housing will require administrative, maintenance and housekeeping staﬀ.
Additional staﬀ may be required for the banquet/kitchen facilities which may be shared with
the Community Space.

Community House
Specialized functions will be required in the Café/Coﬀee Shop space and the library space. We
also expect to be doing catering and theater groups in this space requiring opportunities for
employment, mentoring and volunteering. The community space will require administrative,
maintenance and landscaping support.

Operations
With over 500 residential bedrooms, staﬀ will be needed for administration, maintenance,
landscaping, and bookkeeping.

Working space can be non traditional and still
be functional. Technology will be wired in to
all the ONEderment Central spaces.
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BEHIND THE SCENES

A Small City
ONEderment Central is in eﬀect a small city with residents, shop
owners, landscaping, maintenance, and oﬃce workers. It takes a
lot of people working together to provide all the services
necessary to keep the city working.
One of our goals is to provide flexible “incubator” space for retail,
small business, and other entrepreneurs. This space may be in the
retail space or associated with the community space.
We are investigating the opportunities available to create
internships with Austin Community College and AISD’s new
middle school in Mueller. Mueller and ONEderment Central have
an amazing pool of experienced residents that should be used to
pass on knowledge/wisdom gained over decades.
One of our dreams is to oﬀer flexible employment opportunities
for older people who need shorter hours and a flexible schedule.
Pairing these workers with young people, who have their own
need for flexible work hours, provides institutional knowledge and
entry opportunities for inexperienced workers.
The design and building of ONEderment Central oﬀers a rich
opportunity to involve/employ students and retired people from
Mueller, area colleges, and the surrounding neighborhoods in
creating this big dream.

Version 3.5: 11/01/2019
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Age Friendly Austin Action Plan
IN ACTION IN MUELLER

Mueller is Aging
The population in Mueller tracks the demographics of the greater Austin area. We are getting
older and will benefit from programs, housing, and facilities addressed to the special needs of
an aging population.
ONEderment Central is not intended to be a retirement community or an assisted living
warehouse for older people. It is intended to recognize that the population of Mueller wants to
age in the community. This development is designed to provide health services and other
facilities that are necessary for Mueller and are intended to serve the surrounding East Austin
community.
Our team includes people from three generations, from a 90 year old architect to a 30
something architect, and many individuals with a large experience base in between. In every
part of the process to define the design of ONEderment Central the team worked to insure
that the needs and desires of an aging population were addressed.
Based on the 2013 ACS data, 18% of the population in Census Tract 3.06 is over 55.

Aging Resources:
Austin LGBT Coalition on Aging https://algbtcoa.org/
Area Agency on Aging of the Capital Area - Austin Seniors' Guide www.seniorsguide.net
Aging in Place Services Austin TX https://www.elderoptionsoftexas.com
Area Agency on Aging of the Capital Area https://www.agingcare.com
Aging Services Council of Central Texas https://www.agingservicescouncil.org
AustinUP | Aging. Everyone's Doing It. https://austinup.org/
AGE of Central Texas https://ageofcentraltx.org/
Area Agency on Aging www.capcog.org/divisions/area-agency-on-aging/

Intentional intergenerational housing and
public space provides an aging population
with multiple benefits.
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AARP’S EIGHT DOMAINS

Domain 1: Outdoor Spaces and Buildings

Domain 5: Respect and Social Inclusion

Green spaces, safe streets, sidewalks, outdoor seating and accessible
buildings that can be used and enjoyed by people of all ages.

Everyone wants to feel valued. Age-friendly communities provide ways
for the young and old to learn from one another, honor what each has to
oﬀer and, at the same time, feel good about themselves.

Public space is programed with shade, growing plants, and
seating for small groups.

Domain 2: Transportation
Driving shouldn't be the only way to get around. In general terms, this
domain tracks how easy it is for older adults to stay connected to their
community.

All of Mueller’s extensive list of services and retail spaces are
within and easy walk or trike ride from this space. Plus new retail
will be available to fill in the gaps. Three bus routes have stops
along the edges of the property. Potentially a fleet of low speed
electric vehicles will be available.

Domain 3: Housing
Age-friendly communities have aﬀordable homes and a variety of
housing options that are suitable for people of all ages.

Innovative housing options including co-housing, suites, and
cooperatives, provide options for people to choose what suits
them best. This space will be aﬀordable by design including micro
living accommodations.

Domain 4: Social Participation
Sadness and isolation can be combatted by the availability of accessible,
aﬀordable and fun social activities.

The Community House includes extensive options for Mueller’s
aging residents to congregate and socialize.

The “Tinkery” or a repair place provides options for mentoring and
sharing fix-it tasks across generations. A great place for people to
learn about technology or just have someone help. AISD students
in a health services track can work with ACC students to share
knowledge.

Domain 6: Civic Participation and Employment
An age-friendly community provides ways older people can (if they
choose) continue to work for pay, volunteer their skills and be actively
engaged in community life.

The broad range of employment and volunteer opportunities in
this space allows older people to find a place to work within
walking distance. The dream is to be a laboratory to encourage
other Mueller businesses to work with the aging population.

Domain 7: Communication and Information
Not everyone has a smartphone or internet access; information
pertaining to the needs of older adults should be disseminated through a
variety of means.

Meetings, videos, bulletin boards and one-on-one exchanges help
older residents keep in touch with important and simply fun
meetings and information.

Domain 8: Community Support and Health Services
In an age-friendly community, residents of all ages should be able to
access and aﬀord the healthcare services they need.

Four buildings providing ground floor oﬃce space focused on
providing comprehensive health services to all residents. The
oﬃce building will house a clinic providing extended health
services to residents and neighbors.
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Conceptual Design
W H AT W E WA N T

Design Goals:

ONEderment Defined

OUR MISSION is to foster a kind, loving, supportive and uplifting
community to meet the challenges and opportunities that come
with Austin, the fastest growing city in America. ONEderment
Central is designed so people can age with dignity in their own
neighborhood.

ONEderment is the conscious recognition that We Are All ONE in
the universe.
ONEderment Central is a neighborhood place to practice loving
kindness and We Are All ONE!

Our Central Circle, with ONEderment Fountain, invites people to
enjoy the gardens, art, and open spaces for games. There are
ample tables and benches.
Designed to LEED Platinum standards with solar collectors, rain
collection, planned shade, green balconies and living roofs.
ONEderment Central is intended to fulfill the six principles of
Mueller. Allowing people to remain in the community as they age,
providing for missing middle aﬀordable by design and artist-loft
housing, incubator and small business space and a much desired
community place.
Underground Parking helps ONEderment Central be a great
people place and allows spacious courtyards and the flexibility to
repurpose the parking space when it becomes advantageous.
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W H E R E I S O N E D E R M E N T C E N T R A L L O C AT E D

LOCATION, LOCATION,
LOCATION — 51st Street &
Berkman Drive
Across the street from Torchy’s Tacos and
one block from the HEB grocery,
ONEderment Central is within walking
distance of Town Center, the Dell
Children’s Hospital, and the AISD
Performing Arts Center. The new Branch
Park is opening just one block away and
the Texas Mutual oﬃce building with
Kerbey Lane Café is two blocks away. The
Austin Energy building is close. Three
apartment complexes border the
property.

Easy access to US Highways 183, 290 and
IH-35 gives residents of ONEderment
Central good driving routes to both the
Texas Hill Country and the major cities in
Texas.

The space is across the intersection from
the year-round swimming pools in
Bartholomew Park. Basket ball courts,
baseball diamonds and a disc golf course
are also in City of Austin owned
Bartholomew Park.
51st Street, in this section, is scheduled to
be rebuilt with green space, trees, bike
facilities and new shopping and sharing
spaces.
Three CapMetro bus routes have stops on
the edges of the property. (10, 300, and
335)
Just 3.2 miles from the Texas Capitol,
ONEderment Central is convenient to
downtown Austin and the University of
Texas at Austin campus. Situated in East
Austin makes this space accessible to
many neighborhoods that have been
traditionally underserved.

Version 3.5: 11/01/2019
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Studio Project

T E X A S A & M G R A D U AT E S C H O O L O F A R C H I T E C T U R E
C E N T E R F O R H E A LT H S Y S T E M S A N D D E S I G N

Evidence Based Design

Schedule

In September of 2019, Dr. Lu Zhipeng, Associate Director of the
Center for Health Systems and Design at Texas A&M and Assistant
Professor in the School of Architecture contacted the
ONEderment Central team and proposed a collaboration.

The students presented their interim thoughts to the WAAO Inc
team in Austin on August 13, 2019. pi architects of Austin are one
of the sponsors of the project and provided encouragement and
critique of the preliminary designs.

A group of nine of his first year graduate students would form
three teams to prepare designs to meet the vision and mission of
ONEderment Central. The students were
primarily international representing China, India,
Working to
Jordan, Albania and the US.

Three Visions
The three teams visualized three very diﬀerent
models to accomplish the vision that is
ONEderment Central.

The students had another opportunity to present concepts and
designs to the client team at a meeting of the Health Industry
Advisory Council fall meeting in College Station
on September 4, 2019. At that time professional
create an urban
architects from all over the world were able to
within a village
comment and suggest possibilities and options.

village
provided special challenges
to the students.

Structured model with a steel frame allowing for modules to
be stacked and arranged to meet the demands of the multiple
types of housing and commercial space. The model below that
is all white represents that design. Each central space would
have a diﬀerent theme to create interest and allow many
diﬀerent people to find a place.
Open model with shade structures and varying building
shapes. Sight lines cut across the property and tie the
surrounding community into the central fountain. Shaded
spaces provide outdoor activity and gathering spaces in the
hottest weather.

The final presentation was scheduled for
December 7, 2019 in Austin. At that time the
teams will present more detailed plans and
designs.

Outcome
It should be noted that there is not going to be a “Winning
Design” chosen by the client. In the spirit of We Are All ONE, the
best concepts developed by the student teams will be presented
to the architectural firms that are contracted to complete the
designs for the project.

Green space model provides for a community garden and
attractively sculpted building providing soaring cover and
sight lines through into central public space. Compact
gathering spaces create intimate conversation.
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THE DESIGN MODELS

Visioning models presented by Texas A&M first year College of
Architecture graduate students as part of their studio project.
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Our Community

C E N S U S D ATA A N D T R E N D S

Mueller:
Census Tract 3.06 in Travis County, Texas

Short History of Mueller

Mueller is a planned community built on 711 acres of the former
municipal airport site and is the major part of Census Tract 3.06.
Between the 2010 census and the 2016 Community Survey the
population for Tract 3.06 increased from 2,697 to 4,239 a 157%
increase as Mueller continues to be built out.

Last scheduled flights leaves Robert Mueller Municipal Airport.

Age: Average age in 2010 was 30.3. In 2016 the
population average age was 33.6 and the
residents older than 55 stood at 768 or
approximately 18.3% of the total.

1999

$1,624

$1,980

80%

$1,300

$1,585

60%

$974

$1,187

50%

$812

$989

30%

$478

$583

Mueller didn’t exist during
the census of 2000. By the
2020 census Mueller will be
an exceptional experiment
in urban living.

SEDL opens as the first commercial building
Mar
The first stores in the regional retail center open
Jun
Dell Children’s Medical Center of Central Texas
opens

Aug
Construction begins on the first single-family homes
2009 Feb
Mosaic at Mueller opens as the first multifamily community in
Mueller
2012 May
Wildflower Terrace opens for active seniors 55 or better

2016 Nov

Source: US Census 2013-2016
American Community Survey

Recognized by the U.S. Green Building Council as the world’s
largest and Texas’ first LEED-ND, Stage 3 Gold neighborhood

Mueller is included in a census tract in East Austin bounded by
IH-35, 51st Street, Manor Road and Airport. In the same census
tract is Rathgaber Village, Austin Film Society, the Emergency
Command Center and a small residential/commercial section
south of Anchor Road.
Version 3.5: 11/01/2019

The Master Development Agreement is adopted by City Council,
along with the zoning to implement the Mueller master plan
2007 Feb

Income and Housing: In the 2013 ACS median
family income in 3.06 was $64,974. Using 30%
of income as a maximum target for housing
expenditures provides a $1,624 monthly
payment for the MFI. Calculating various levels
from there give us a target for
rental costs. The 2023 cost is
% MFI
2013
2023
calculated using an annual 2%
120%
$1,949
$2,376 inflation rate
100%

2004

2019
Vision of ONEderment Central, a major, innovative, people oriented
space.
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THE NUMBERS

rental costs. The 2023 cost is calculated using an annual 2%
inflation rate

Mueller:
Census Tract 3.06 in Travis County, Texas
Mueller is a planned community built on 711 acres of the former
municipal airport site and is the major part of Census Tract 3.06.
Between the 2010 census and the 2016 Community Survey the
population for Tract 3.06 increased from 2,697 to 4,239 a 157%

Source: US Census 2013-2016 American Community Survey
Tract

3.04

3.07

4.02

Population

3,045

1,707

2,606

2,897

Median Age

27.8

32.8

32.6

8.2

17.3

22.5

+55%
Income

21.04

21.05

21.06

21.07

21.09

Total

4,536

3,027

3,712

3,838 25,368

33.6

32.1

37.2

30.2

36.2

18.6

13.8

24.4

19.9

24.2

40,542 61,731 42,226 62,039 28,333 57,800 37,885 35,701

ONEderment Central
at East Austin
Mueller is included in a census tract in East Austin bounded by
IH-35, 51st Street, Manor Road and Airport. In the same census
tract is Rathgaber Village, Austin Film Society, the Emergency
Command Center and a small residential/commercial section
south of Anchor Road.

Short History of Mueller

increase as Mueller continues to be built out.
Age: Average age in 2010 was 30.3. In 2016 the population
average age was 33.6 and the residents older than 55 stood at
768 or approximately 18.3% of the total.
Income and Housing: In the 2013 ACS median family income in
3.06 was $64,974. Using 30% of income as a maximum target for

1999
Last scheduled flights leaves Robert Mueller Municipal Airport.
2004
The Master Development Agreement is adopted by City Council,
along with the zoning to implement the Mueller master plan
Census Tracts in Travis County centered around 3.06 which contains Mueller.
The green
2007areas
Febare in Tract 3.06 but are not a part of the Mueller site.

Austin MFI %

2 Person

30%

4 Person

30%

120

$82,550

$2,064

$103,220

$2,581

100

$68,800

$1,720

$86,000

$2,150

Low Income
80 %

$55,050

$1,376

$68,800

$1,720

Very Low
50%

$34,400

$860

$43,000

$1,075

Extremely Low
30%

$20,650

$516

$25,800

$645

Tovo)
and bordered by
The first stores in the regional retail center
open
District 4 (Greg Cesar)
and District 1 (Natasha
Dell Children’s Medical Center of CentralHarper-Madison)
Texas opens

Jun

District
9
Aug
Construction begins on the first single-family homes
2009 Feb

housing expenditures provides a $1,624 monthly payment for the
MFI. Calculating various levels from there give us a target for

Version 3.5: 11/01/2019

SEDL opens as the first commercial building
Mueller is in Austin City
District 4
Mar
Council District 9 (Kathie

District
Mosaic at Mueller opens
as the1first multifamily community in
Mueller
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Pro Forma Financials

E S T I M AT E O F D E V E L O P M E N T C O S T S

Item

Cost ($000)

Start Date

Complete Date

10,000

2019

2038

8,500

2020

2020

Parking

15,552

2020

2022

Oﬃce

36,000

2021

2023

Supportive Housing

12,960

2021

2022

Transient

17,550

2022

2024

Residential

46,800

2022

2024

Retail

23,760

2022

2024

Community Space

15,120

2022

2024

Management
Property Acquisition
Construction

We know these numbers will change but they
are a “best estimate” at this time.
The Pro Forma that we have created for this plan suggests that
the development and construction budget will range from $150
to $225 million depending on ranges of construction costs and
contingencies.
The land value according to Travis County Appraisal District is
approximately $8.5 million.
We are anticipating that multiple developers will be involved as
we build out:
Oﬃce Building
Supportive Housing
Residential
Aﬀordable
Retail
Community Space

Total

20 year IRR

Version 3.5: 11/01/2019

186,242

11%
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NEXT STEPS

Economic Development

Complete Market Feasibility Study
Stakeholder In-depth Interviews
Demographic Assessment and Trend Analysis

Housing

Continue outreach to potential stakeholders:

Quantitative Survey

WellMed Charitable Foundation

Competitive Assessment

DMA

Demand Model

Welltower
Housing Works

Complete preliminary design:

Dell Foundation

Site plan, what do we see on the site?
Building heights and internals

Family Eldercare

CAD drawings and renderings

City of Austin

Refine the Pro Forma estimates:

Create a website at ONEdermentCentral.com
Reserve Domain name

Find partner to develop the financials

Create structure

Set the assumption parameters

Populate the pages

Attract developer(s):
Aﬀordable
Oﬃce

Blog about changes and updates

Refine this presentation document:
Refine layout design

Retail

Define contents and order

Supportive Housing

Produce and print

Residential
Hotel
Community Center

We expect to work many of these steps concurrently to streamline
the process.

Contact City staﬀ:
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Principles of Mueller

HOW ONEDERMENT CENTRAL FULFILLS THE MUELLER PROMISE

1. Fiscal Responsibility:
Redevelopment must create a positive
revenue stream that will fund on-site
infrastructure and increase the City’s
tax base for the benefit of all citizens.

With a carefully defined mix of commercial and residential buildings generating revenue into the
future, this project will provide the City of Austin with an increasing property and sales tax base
and help fund additional infrastructure.

Oﬃce, retail and hotel space will provide jobs at many diﬀerent levels for diverse skills and abilities.
In addition to jobs in the service sector, the oﬃce building and retail facilities will provide space for
skilled and managerial positions. The extensive public space will require landscaping and
maintenance staﬀ as well as administrative.

3. East Austin Revitalization:
The project must promote economic
development opportunities within East
Austin, giving local residents a direct
stake in redevelopment.

The project should serve to reinforce
Austin’s role in an increasingly global
marketplace and create a wide range of
employment opportunities for a
diversity of the community’s citizens.

Mueller has a goal of 30% WBE/MBE in the contracts that build the infrastructure and homes in
Mueller. ONEderment Central will meet or exceed that goal with focus on businesses founded and
centered in the East Austin community. Many of the retail spaces will be filled with local businesses
using local labor and locally sourced good where practicable.

The ONEderment Community House is situated to be a gateway to Mueller for communities to the
North and East. A place for all people to gather and share their lives and dreams. The open spaces
in ONEderment Central provide gathering space for people from the surrounding neighborhoods.
They compliment the retail space in and around ONEderment Central.

Version 3.5: 11/01/2019

2. Economic Development:

ONEdermentCentral.com

4. Compatibility with Surrounding
Neighborhoods:
Development must maintain and
enhance the quality of life in adjacent
neighborhoods, providing
complementary linkages, land uses and
transportation patterns.
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PRINCIPLES OF MUELLER

5. Diversity & Aﬀordability:
Redevelopment must oﬀer a wide range
of housing choices in order to create a
new community of socially and
economically diverse residents.

A microcosm of the greater Mueller vision, ONEderment Central is designed with innovative
housing choices many of which are aﬀordable. Opening our doors to all people of all races and all
ages with spaces that work for people of varying economic and life altering situations. We
celebrate diﬀerences in age, ability, gender, race, and economic situation.

Built to a LEED Platinum standard with solar, water collection and re-cycle, sun shades, and living
walls, the ONEderment Central project meets the highest levels of sustainability. Solar collectors
and innovative power storage that allow sustained time oﬀ the grid can allow ONEderment
Central to act as an emergency center in the event of a natural disaster.

Version 3.5: 11/01/2019
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6. Sustainability:
Development should be planned in a
way that promotes energy and water
eﬃciency, resource protection, reduced
auto dependency, watershed protection
and green space preservation.
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WHO WE ARE

Current Steering Committee

Our Supporters:

A group of dedicated volunteers that
have created this dream of “We Are All
ONE!” with hope for the future of East
Austin and the world. We have created
WAAO Inc as a 501(c)(3) nonprofit
formed to develop this space and
otherwise foster community.

Jim Adams, Angela Atwood,
Sinclair Black, AIA; Victoria
Corcoran, Gerard Kinney, AIA;
Tom Mercer, David Overton,
Daniel Roth, Tom Shim, Dave
Stauch, Joe Tracy, Nicole Warns.

• Ani Colt, Current Leader
• Rob Corbett, AIA
• Joan Huntley
• Bhavani Singal, AIA
• Mike Trevino
• Preston “Ty” Tyree, BChE, MBA

We may also be working with
Family Eldercare as our fiscal
agent as we create our nonprofit.
The individuals in these photos are
all real people who are involved in
this project.

Our fancy
meeting
space
where we
plan for the
future.

Photos:
Ty Tyree
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